
CIS team can handle any of your hot shot 
transportation needs including heavy hauls 
long hauls or regional atbed trucking. 

Full service flatbed trucking and specialized 
equipment transportation of equipment and 
materials to rig locations, storage yards and job 
sites both on and off-highway is CT's team's 
specialty. CT can transport any oilfield equipment 
or supplies including casing tubing and line pipe as 
well as production equipment, engines, skid units, 
tankstanks or exploration and development equipment. 
Our team can handle large over dimensional 
shipments requiring permitting and escort service 
as well as Hot Shot services that need to be 
expedited to location. 

CT's team works directly with repair facilities, tool 
coordinators, directional drillers, and company 
men to ensure tool delivery to rigs in the eld 
with NO rig down time waiting on trucks. 

Safety 

CT is committed to providing our clients with the safest most dependable solutions. Our local 
footprint and young fleet specialized for the energy industry coupled with our customer centric 
employees enables us to provide true 24/7 customer service. At CT, we believe that every 
aaccident, and therefore every injury, is preventable, and we embed that philosophy into every 
CT effort through a combination of technical field procedures and ongoing training programs. 
Every employee has stop-work authority—if it's not safe, don't do it. The result is exceptional 
safety performance, even in hazardous work environments, severe weather, and remote 
locations. All CT employees are put through a rigorous onboarding training program that 
consists of classroom training as well as on the job training. 

Contractor Transport, LLC (CT) is a fluids and environmental solutions provider offering 
customized services to the water, stimulation, fracturing, fluids, and production needs of our 
customers throughout the U.S. CT's Pennsylvania & West Virginia based local teams consist of 
professional and field service resources throughout the Marcellus & Utica Shale regions. CT 
emplemploys more than 350 local personnel ranging from CDL drivers, environmental technicians, 
equipment operators, safety personnel, heavy equipment operators, and laborers throughout 
Eastern US.
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